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Preface
This book introduces, motivates, and explores a variety of methodologies for “shrinking" the
regression coefficients that result when fitting models to possibly ill-conditioned and/or
imprecise (errors-in-variables) data. The four main, broad categories of shrinkage methodology
we consider here are ridge, BLUP, Bayes and Stein estimation. In ridge estimation, the
underlying model usually views the unknown, true regression coefficients as being fixed
constants. And the corresponding objective for shrinkage is to exploit variance-bias trade-offs
to reduce mean-squared-error in estimation. In this same context, Stein methods are highly
specialized forms of uniform coefficient shrinkage that focus interest on admissibility and/or
minimax properties relative to specific, univariate (scalar valued) measures of risk. In BLUP
and Bayes estimation, true regression coefficients are viewed as being unknown realizations of
random variables, but estimation procedures suggested by these approaches again correspond
to various forms of coefficient shrinkage.

Part One: Shrinkage Regression Theory and Methodology
We place special emphasis in Part One of our exposition upon normal-distribution-theory,
maximum likelihood formulations that unify and contrast the ridge, BLUP, and empirical Bayes
approaches to shrinkage. But we also explore a spectrum of alternative motivations for
classical (fixed coefficient), random coefficient, and Bayes (added information) methods. We
employ a uniform collection of terminology and notation throughout, and we exploit this
formalism to give insights into interrelationships among diverse methods.
When I am voicing my own personal opinions about the relative strengths and weaknesses in a
methodology, I will attempt to consistently use first person, singular pronouns (I, my).
People who know me well say that they “can almost hear me talking" when they read what I
write. I suspect this is partly due to my use of somewhat non-standard typography. For
example, I tend to place words in bold face or ALL CAPS for emphasis. And I tend to place
quotation marks (“") around words or phrases that I am using in a somewhat ambiguous way...as
in an analogy that is much less than complete. If I have trouble choosing between a pair of
words in a particular phrase, I tend to write down both words with only a slash (/) between
them. I know that referees and editors have found my typography disconcerting...but, then, I
don't usually give the above “explanation" when I submit a paper for publication! Anyway, if
you don't find my usage of bolds, CAPS, “", and /s helpful, ...please try to ignore them.
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Part Two: Shrinkage Regression Applications and Implementations
In the sense that practical applications of shrinkage regression methodology can be highly
graphical, then they should be highly graphical ...RIGHT? (Let's hope we can all agree on at
least THAT!) While the technical materials of Part One provide, hopefully, a firm foundation
for shrinkage theory and methodology, fundamental questions about general regression strategies
and tactics are not addressed in Part One. Rather, questions like “Which displays should I
examine?" and “How should I interpret them?" and overview materials on the psychology of
graphical perception are primary topics for Part Two of our exposition. For example, our
discussion of shrinkage TRACE displays in Chapter 11 discusses numerous advantages
associated with using Multicollinearity Allowance (MCAL) scaling along the horizontal
(shrinkage extent) axis on ridge TRACE displays.
Because shrinkage regression techniques tend to be computationally and graphically intensive,
effective study/application of the ideas outlined in this book requires access to state-of-the-art
computer software and hardware. I have developed prototype systems for IBM-compatible
(MS-DOS and Windows) personal computers for this express purpose, and I market them as
freeware to maximize their availability to potential practitioners of shrinkage regression. But I
also illustrate (i) computational procedures for LISP-STAT, GAUSS, SAS/IML and S as well
as (ii) commercial software systems such as SAS proc MIXED, BMDP (especially 4R and 5V),
and GLMM.
I hope users will find that my personal computer software systems provide an interface that is
sufficiently intuitive and self-explanatory that the full depth of detailed understanding provided
by this book is not a prerequisite for effective shrinkage regression applications. But, by pulling
together diverse materials - ranging through introductory remarks, common misconceptions,
historical commentaries, simulation results, and theoretical fine points - we provide here not
only an unquestionably strong foundation but also a full set of practically useful road-maps for
the theory and application of shrinkage regression.
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CHAPTER
1. INTRODUCTION
This introductory chapter provides an short overview of our topic. We first consider the
original sense in which “regression" implies “shrinkage" by tracing standard least-squares
fitting terminology back to the work of Francis Galton in the late 1800's. Then we introduce our
PRIMARY THEME, the multivariate analysis point-of-view on shrinkage regression. Next
we provide a very brief thumb-nail-sketch of how modern shrinkage methods might be applied
to a simple numerical example. At the end of chapter one, we detail three key motivations for
exploiting the principal axes rotation of regressor coordinates as a basic canonical form for
possibly ill-conditioned regressor problems.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Galton's “Shrinkage" Interpretation of Regression
The Primary “Multivariate Analysis" Theme of This Book
How are Shrinkage Regression Methods Typically Applied?
Which Part of the Book Should I Read Next?

Part One: Shrinkage Regression
Theory and Methodology
2. BASIC LINEAR MODEL CONCEPTS
This chapter reviews many aspects of the theory of general linear models in the possibly lessthan-full-rank case.
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Centered Variables
The Special Case of UNCORRELATED Regressors
Canonical Form of Regressors
NUMERICAL versus STATISTICAL ILL-CONDITIONING
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2.5 Eigen Decompositions
2.6 The UNCORRELATED COMPONENTS of LEAST SQUARES
2.7 STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE of Uncorrelated Components
2.8 Predictions, Residuals & Linear Reparameterizations that remove Ill-Conditioning
2.9 SIGNAL-to-NOISE Ratios
2.10 The Statistical Distribution of Principal Correlations
2.11 When “Should" Coefficients have “Wrong" Signs?
2.12 Tests of General Linear Hypotheses
2.13 Weighted Residual Analyses
3. SHRINKAGE REGRESSION FUNDAMENTALS
This chapter introduces generalized shrinkage (ridge regression) estimators and points out
several special cases which played major roles in the early history of shrinkage regression.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

Moments of Generalized Shrinkage Estimators
Shrinkage Inflation of the Residual Mean Square
The Hoerl-Kennard ORDINARY RIDGE REGRESSION Family
The TWO-PARAMETER GENERALIZED RIDGE Family
The IMPLICIT INTERCEPT Associated with Shrinkage
Shrinkage in Models Without an INTERCEPT
Shrinkage Residual Analyses

4. THE RISK OF SHRINKAGE
How much shrinkage is “best"? We start out by showing that this question is difficult to answer
- even in theory when we pretend that true values of regression parameters are known! Then
we introduce the concepts of “optimal", “good", and “ultimate" choices for shrinkage factors.
We also develop an exact parallel between the fixed coefficient and the random coefficient
formulations of minimum mean-squared-error shrinkage of a single parameter.
4.1 Classical “Optimal" Shrinkage
4.1.1 Diagonal Elements of Mean Squared Error Matrices
4.1.2 MSE Measures Depending Only Upon Diagonal Elements
4.1.3 Weighted Mean Squared Error Measures
4.1.4 The MSE in Specific Directions
4.1.5 Balancing Components of MSE Parallel to and Orthogonal to the Unknown True
Coefficient Vector
4.1.6 Canonical Form for Optimal Shrinkage of a Single Fixed-Effect Coefficient
4.2 Classical “Good" Shrinkage
4.3 Classical “Ultimate" Shrinkage
4.4 Random Coefficient Shrinkage
4.4.1 A Within-Batch and Between-Batch Variation Model
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4.4.2 Canonical Form for Optimal Shrinkage of a Single Random-Effect Coefficient
4.5 Summary
5. NORMAL-THEORY MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD: BLUEs and BLUPs
This chapter includes a review of the basic theory of BLUEs and BLUPs. For shrinkage in fixed
coefficient models, we develop not only general methods for identifying maximum likelihood
estimators within arbitrary shrinkage families but also closed form expressions for optimal
shrinkage estimators within the 2-parameter family. For shrinkage in random coefficient
models, we discuss why maximum likelihood estimates are rarely “linear" or “unbiased". And
we review the maximum likelihood methods of Golub, Heath, and Wahba(1979) and of
Shumway(1982) for the special case of completely random models with a single variance
component.
5.1 Unrestricted Maximum Likelihood and BLUE Theory
5.2 The Likelihood of Mean Squared Error Optimality
5.2.1 Unrestricted Maximum Likelihood Shrinkage: The Cubic Estimator
5.2.2 Maximum Likelihood UNIFORM Shrinkage
5.3 Closed Form Expressions within the 2-Parameter Family
5.3.1 The most-likely-to-be-mse-optimal shrinkage extent, k, for given
shape/curvature.
5.3.2 The most-likely-to-be-mse-optimal shrinkage shape/curvature, Q.
5.3.3 The limit as the shrinkage shape/curvature, Q, approaches • _.
5.3.4 Large Sample Chi-Squared Tests of MSE-Optimality
5.4 Maximum Likelihood Methods for Mixed Linear Models
5.5 Completely Random Models with a Single Variance Component
5.5.1 Demonstration that BLUP estimates are shrinkage estimates in this case.
5.5.2 Random coefficient maximum likelihood choice of shrinkage extent.
6. RISK (MEAN SQUARED ERROR) ESTIMATION and SIMULATION
In this chapter, we display normal-theory maximum likelihood estimates of scaled (or relative)
mean-squared-error (MSE) risk. In addition to estimates of risk in individual coefficients, we
consider estimates for arbitrary linear combinations. And we explore corrections for bias and
“range." Then we examine Monte-Carlo simulation results showing that reduced MSE risk is
easier to actually achieve when coefficients are random than when they are fixed.
6.1 Stein's Unbiased Estimate of Overall Predictive Risk
6.1.1 Contraction Towards a Linear Variety
6.1.2 Minimum Mean Squared Error Estimation of 5 #
6.1.3 Stein Contraction Formulas
6.2 Estimates of Shrinkage Risk: Fixed Coefficient Cases
6.2.1 Unbiased Normal-Theory Estimates
6.2.2 Correct-Range Estimates
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6.2.3 Shrinkage Factors Minimizing Scaled Risk Estimates
6.2.4 The Estimated Risk in Arbitrary Linear Combinations
6.2.5 Mallows-like Estimates of Predictive Mean-Squared-Error
6.3 Estimates of Shrinkage Risk: Random Coefficient Cases
6.4 Monte-Carlo Risk Simulation
6.4.1 Simulated Risk for Fixed Coefficient Models
6.4.2 Simulated Risk for Random Coefficient Models
6.4.3 Summary of Risk Simulation Results
7. RANDOM COEFFICIENT FORMULATIONS
Here we review iterative methods (Newton-Raphson, Fisher Scoring, EM, REML) for solving
Henderson's “mixed model equations." And we detail specific applications in which randomcoefficient models are more realistic (and provide “better" estimates) than fixed coefficient
models.
7.1 Estimation of Random Effects
7.2 Estimation of Variance Components
7.3 Variation Between and Within Production Batches
7.4 Pharmaceutical Stability Models
8. BAYESIAN FORMULATIONS
We review the normal-theory, hierarchical models of Lindley and Smith(1972) as well as the
empirical Bayes formulation of Efron and Morris(1977). We also discuss exactly why and how
the Bayesian variance of a shrinkage estimate exceeds its classical variance. We derive both
Theil's measure of the proportion of posterior precision due to sample information and also
Shannon's measure of information gain. Finally, we comment on proposals for nonconjugate
Bayes formulations.
8.1 Bayesian Conjugate-Normal Linear-Model Formulations
8.2 Bayesian Diagnostic Checking
8.3 More Bayes' Measures of the Extent of Shrinkage
8.4 Nonconjugate Bayes Formulations
8.5 An Empirical Bayes Likelihood Approach
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9. COMPUTATIONALLY INTENSE METHODS
We start with two sections on “errors-in-variables" models under which least-squares estimates
are biased and inconsistent; we first show how random data un-rounding can suggest shrinkage
to improve stability of estimates, but we also explore maximum likelihood methods for
multivariate normal “structural" models that suggest expansions. Next, we review iterative
methods which, although traditionally applied to regressor variable subsetting or robust fitting,
can also be used in shrinkage regression estimation. Specifically, we discuss methods of crossvalidation for choice and assessment of shrinkage and methods that down-weight certain types
of otherwise “influential" observations.
9.1 Data Perturbations After the Last Decimal Place and the Perturbation-Limit
9.2 Multivariate Normal Errors-in-Variables Models
9.3 Cross-Validation, Bootstrapping, and Sample Reuse Methods
9.4 Iterative Re-Weighting Methods
10. TOPICS of HISTORICAL INTEREST, HEURISTIC ARGUMENTS, and COMMON
MISCONCEPTIONS
We start with a review and critique of the many contributions of Art Hoerl and Robert Kennard
to the theory and practice of ridge regression. But a wide spectrum of alternative approaches
are also described.
10.1 The Contributions of Hoerl and Kennard
10.2 The Obenchain-Vinod “chain-rule-argument"
10.3 Methods based upon Fictitious Data Augmentation
10.4 Preliminary Test Methods for imposing linear restrictions or detecting
multicollinearity
10.5 Methods for Relaxing Correlations among Coefficients
10.6 Methods Utilizing Estimates of One.

Part Two: Shrinkage Regression
Applications and Implementations
11. TRACE DISPLAYS: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERCEPTION
We start with a discussion of the many advantages of adopting the Multicollinearity Allowance
(MCAL) choice for scaling along the horizontal (shrinkage extent) axis of a TRACE display.
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Then we explain not only how to “read" the 5 major types of ridge TRACE displays but also
how to focus on specific details using Path Projection onto two-dimensional linear subspaces.
“The greatest thing a human soul ever does in this world is to SEE something, and tell what it
SAW in a plain way. ... To see clearly is poetry, prophecy and religion - all in one."
John Ruskin
Modern Painters, 1888

11.1 Multicollinearity Allowance (MCAL) Scaling
11.1.1 Alternative Measures of Shrinkage Extent
MCAL œ k † trace[ ( X T X € k † I )•1 ]
11.1.2 Generality and Comparability
11.1.3 Finite Range
11.1.4 Stable Relative Magnitudes Plot as Straight Lines
11.1.5 Bayesian Posterior Precision Interpretation
11.1.6 Rank Deficiency Interpretation
11.2 TRACE Displays of Shrinkage Coefficients
11.3 TRACE Displays of Shrinkage (Delta) Factors
11.4 TRACE Displays of Estimated MSE in Individual Coefficients
11.5 TRACE Displays of Excess MSE (OLS minus Ridge) Eigenvalues
11.6 TRACE Displays of the Inferior Direction Associated with Excessive Shrinkage
11.7 Path Projection Onto Two-Dimensional Linear Subspaces
11.7.1 Fitted Coefficient and Likelihood Hyperellipsoid Projections
11.7.2 Inferior Direction Animation
11.7.3 Regressor Coordinate Projections
11.8 Advantages of One- and Two-Parameter Families Over Unrestricted Shrinkage
11.8.1 Invariance Arguments for Shape QPAR œ € 1
11.8.2 Minimax Arguments for Shape QPAR œ € 1 or € 2
11.8.3 MSE Reduction Potential Arguments for Shape QPAR • € 1
11.8.4 Geometric Arguments for Shape QPAR Ÿ 0
11.9 Shrinkage Estimates should NOT be Significantly Different from Least-Squares
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12. USAGE of RXridge
RXridge performs normal-theory maximum likelihood computations for 2-parameter generalized
shrinkage regression. It features user-friendly windows, menus, graphics, and visual review of
ridge files that have been written to disk. RXridge handles exact (numerical) singularities as
well as nearly multicollinear (statistically ill-conditioned) examples.

13. USAGE of RXtraces
RXtraces creates interactive CGA graphics displays of all 5 types of ridge TRACES
...including estimates of (i) regression coefficients, (ii) scaled mean squared errors, (iii) excess
( ordinary-least-squares minus ridge ) eigenvalues, (iv) inferior direction cosines, and (v) the
shrinkage factor pattern. RXtraces is ideal for ridge training applications (workshops and/or
self-paced learning) in which students simply review RXridge or RelaxR outputs across a
spectrum of previously-computed numerical examples.
14. USAGE of PathProj
PathProj creates interactive CGA graphics displays of the projection of ridge shrinkage path
statistics (regression coefficients, inferior direction, regressor coordinates, etc.) onto any 2dimensional linear subspace (specified via orthogonal direction cosine vectors.) Literally
WATCH as an inferior direction first “appears" and then changes its orientation as you step
along a ridge shrinkage path.
15. USAGE of RXrisk, RXshrink, and RXmsesim
16. CASE STUDY 1: PORTLAND CEMENT (MIXTURE) DATA
17. CASE STUDY 2: GASOLINE MILEAGE DATA
18. CASE STUDY 3: PHARMACEUTICAL SHELF LIFE ESTIMATION
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
Modern regression methodology and terminology trace their history back at least as far as the
work of Carl Friedrich Gauss and Adrien Marie Legendre at the start of the nineteenth century
on fitting orbits to astronomical data. The first published description of the “principle of least
´ But Gauss
squares" fitting was that of Legendre(1805) who coined its name (moindre carres.)
apparently used this method routinely for “combination of observations," starting as early as
1795. And it was Gauss(1809) who made the initial contributions to the least squares theory of
estimation, including the normal distribution of “errors" and the most basic foundations for
maximum likelihood.

1.1 Galton's “Shrinkage" Interpretation of Regression
The next major contributor to least squares theory/terminology was Francis Galton, who
published several papers related to least squares fitting in the late 1800's. Galton(1877)
proposed a numerical measure, originally called “reversion," to quantify relationships between
physical characteristics of parents and their offspring. Galton's measure expressed the expected
value of a child's deviation from the norm as a fraction of its parent's deviation. Galton used
data on the size of sweet pea seeds from mother and daughter plants in his 1877 paper,
apparently because he had no suitable data from human populations at that time. Eight years
later, Galton(1885) tabulated the height of 329 adult children versus the mid-height of their
parents, giving counts in inch wide cells. It was also in this 1885 paper that Galton (with help
from Cambridge mathematician Hamilton Dixon) not only laid the foundation for the modern
concepts of bivariate normal constant-density ellipses and the correlation coefficient but also
hinted at principal components. But it was, perhaps, Galton's “regression" terminology in this
1885 paper, “Regression Towards Mediocrity in Hereditary Stature," that has made the greatest
long-term imprint on our subject.
The scatter-plot of Figure 1.1 illustrates Galton's motivation for describing least squares fits in
terms of a “regression" or “shrinkage" towards mediocrity, where mediocrity is represented
here by the sample mean height. Figure 1.1 displays the data from Galton(1885), Table I, using
patterns of points to represent counts in the 58 cells of Galton's classification; the vertical (Y)
coordinate of each point represents an adult child height, while the corresponding horizontal (X)
coordinate is the mid-height of that child's parents. We have placed the origin of coordinates at
the data centroid, we have scaled the X and Y axes in units of the corresponding sample
standard deviations, and we have used the Pearson-product-moment formula to compute the
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sample correlation (0.397) between parent and child heights. (Galton centered his bivariate
ellipses at the median height, and scaled axes using observed ranges.)
Figure 1.1 Galton's Regression Towards Mediocrity

The five lines that pass through the data centroid, (0,0), in Figure 1.1 have the following
properties:
(1) The horizontal line represents the extreme case for prediction of Y from X in which the
predicted adult-child height is the mean height for all values of parent mid-height.
(2) The line with slope 0.397 represents the least squares regression of adult-child heights
onto the mid-height of their parents. This is the best fitting line in the sense that the sum-ofsquares of vertical deviations from the fitted line is minimized.
(3) The 45° line (slope of 1) represents the first principal component axis of the data. This
is the best fitting line in the sense that the sum-of-squares of deviations measured
orthogonal to the fitted line is minimized.
(4) The line with slope 1/0.397 œ 2.52 represents the least squares regression of parent
mid-height onto adult child height. This is the best fitting line in the sense that the sum-ofsquares of horizontal deviations from the fitted line is minimized.
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(5) The vertical line represents the extreme case for prediction of X from Y in which the
predicted parent mid-height is the mean height for all values of adult child height.
If one had to use a single line to predict not only Y from X but also X from Y, it would seem to
make the most sense to use the first principal component axis line, numbered (3) in Figure 1.1.
When we say that the same line would be used for both predictions, we mean specifically the
following: if y = ! € " † x is used to predict y from x, then the equation for predicting x from y
is of the form x œ ( y • ! )/" whenever " Á 0.
Rather than restrict attention to a single line, suppose instead that one can use a different line to
predict Y from X than that used to predict X from Y. Under this supposition, Galton observed
that the best prediction of Y from X is line number (2) in Figure 1.1, which represents a certain
“shrinkage" (or rotation) of line (3) towards line (1). Similarly, the best prediction of X from Y
is line number (4) in Figure 1.1, which represents a corresponding “shrinkage" of line (3) - but
this time towards line (5). Galton's observation of this “shrinkage" apparently was his
motivation for referring to the least squares fits as “regression" lines.
The modern shrinkage regression methods discussed in this book usually suggest more
shrinkage than least-squares. These methods yield a fitted Y-on-X line between lines (1) and
(2) and a fitted X-on-Y line between lines (4) and (5). We will explore a wide variety of
arguments suggesting that this sort of “extra" shrinkage is well worth our careful consideration
when fitting regression models to ill-conditioned data. On the other hand, we also explore
“errors-in-predictor-variables" arguments in section §9.2 that suggest less shrinkage than leastsquares!

1.2 The Primary Theme of This Book
Development of shrinkage regression methodology was my primary statistical research
interest for about 19 years (1974-1992.) This manuscript surveys just about all of the
inference tools that I, personally, have found to be both theoretically sound and practically
useful in multiple regression modeling. A striking thing about these diverse techniques is that
they all seem to reinforce a common theme, each from its own, unique point-of-view. And that
common theme is:
Estimating the regression coefficients of a multiple regression model when
the available regressor data are ill-conditioned (intercorrelated) is nothing less
than a full-blown problem in multivariate analysis.
This wasn't the point-of-view I started out with in 1974 when I began examining shrinkage
methodology applicable to regression models. Back then I was already familiar with the elegant
result of James and Stein(1961), the observation of Lindley(1962), and the work of
Sclove(1968).
And I was reading the extremely optimistic claims of Hoerl and
Kennard(1970a,b), and other “pragmatic" regression practitioners seemed to be agreeing with
them [McDonald and Schwing(1973), Marquardt and Snee(1975), etc., etc.] The fundamental
“shrinkage" message back then seemed to be that least-squares regression coefficient estimates
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really weren't very good, especially when the given regressor data were ill-conditioned (nearly
multi-collinear), and that there were some relatively “obvious" ways that least-squares could be
improved upon.
From today's perspective, the shrinkage “revolution" of the 1970's was a rather dismal failure.
Least-squares estimation has retained its rightful place of prominence in the modern repertoire
of multiple regression methodologies. On the other hand, modern personal computer software
systems probably are encouraging statistically “naive" users to reach new heights in the “abuse"
of least-squares; see comments in Box(1970), Dempster(1973) and Tukey(1975). [We
statisticians really could help software developers out by reaching some sort of consensus about
which methods are not only moderately efficient but also robust/resistant enough for almost
“reckless" use by non-statisticians.]
On the other side of the same coin, modern personal computer software systems also
enable/encourage true data visualization and revelation of anomalies “hidden" within data. The
“hot" methodologies of today are, perhaps, transformation of variables, predictive sample reuse
(jackknife and bootstrap), regression diagnostics (outliers, leverage & influence) and
robust/resistant methods. Multiple regression “veterans" have learned the value of graphical
displays in examining their data and models, and now they have some really good
hardware/software tools to do exactly that!
There are sound, theoretical reasons why shrinkage methodology failed to deliver any sort of
“knockout punch" to least-squares in the 1970's:
Bunke(1975) and Brown(1975) established that least-squares estimates are minimax
(admissible) when the risk function is multivariate (matrix valued.) Guaranteed ways to
realistically “beat-the-system" on long range average cannot exist without “added"
information that usually isn't available! And Obenchain(1977) argued that classical,
normal-theory hypothesis tests and confidence regions based upon shrinkage estimators are
actually identical to “unbiased" least-squares tests and regions of the same statistical
confidence.
Systematic examination of fitted residuals is an essential phase of regression modeling.
Obenchain(1975a) showed that least-squares residuals have optimality properties that
assure their usefulness in these sorts of exploratory tasks even when they are based upon
incorrect expectation and/or dispersion models.
And today's most efficient,
robust/resistant multiple regression methodologies are apparently the ones based upon
iterative re-weighting of least-squares residuals, Andrews(1974).
Why, then, am I writing a book about shrinkage regression now that the shrinkage “revolution"
has failed? My answer is that statisticians need to be well informed about how the evolution of
shrinkage regression is still continuing today!
The future for applications of shrinkage methodology to multiple regression models lies
primarily in their unique ability to highlight and clarify results from least-squares analyses. If
shrinkage practitioners can learn to consistently apply their methods with subtlety and
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understanding, respect within the statistical community for shrinkage approaches will grow
naturally with time. For example, certain effects which are quite large numerically may not be
significantly different from zero statistically when the available regressor data are illconditioned. Methods that focus shrinkage upon exactly these kinds of “noise artifacts" help us
avoid potential misinterpretations of data.
Besides, I believe that fundamentally sound ideas tend to be characterized by the “intellectual
robustness" property that they can be motivated from many different but mutually reinforcing
points-of-view. And I am writing here about multiple facets of shrinkage regression
methodology precisely because I feel that these approaches are sound in that sense.
As an example of a futuristic use for shrinkage regression, consider the following scenarios...
IF THERE WERE ONLY ONE PREDICTOR VARIABLE
The task of regressing a single response variable (Y) onto a single predictor variable (X) is not
particularly perplexing, especially with modern computer hardware and software. But this is
the case only because we know exactly which plot to make in order to SEE literally everything
that is happening! Specifically, we plot the available data as points on the X - Y plane, and we
then simply superimpose candidate regression lines (or curves.) For each candidate fit, we
immediately SEE outlying response values, high leverage regressor points, lack-of-fit, patterns
in residuals, variance-bias-tradeoffs, etc., etc. Yes, we may wish to augment this X - Y plot
with other plots, say, probability plots of residuals to check distributional assumptions. But our
bottom line on this “one response, one predictor" special case is simply this:
We know we can proceed with great confidence!
Next...

IF THERE WERE ONLY TWO PREDICTOR VARIABLES

If we have access to sufficiently powerful computer hardware/software for 3-dimensional
displays, we can retain much of our comprehensive visual insights when a single response is fit
by two predictor variables.
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WHEN THERE ARE “MANY" PREDICTOR VARIABLES
Our abilities to routinely visualize fits with three or more Xs and one Y (let alone several Ys!)
are meager at best. What we SEE in these cases depends almost totally on which linear
combinations we (unilaterally) decide to use as axes for plots. And our chances of
“accidentally" making the “right" plots (and thereby gain insights about how several regressor
variables might interact in predicting the response variable) decrease rapidly as the number of
potential regressor variables increases. Estimates of regression coefficients in multiple
regression models are intercorrelated precisely because the available regressors are
intercorrelated; marginal distributions and bivariate plots simply do not reveal all that we need
to know about complicated multivariate interdependencies.
IF WE FORM A COMPOSITE PREDICTOR VARIABLE
Of course, if we have a tentative estimate, bæ , for a vector of regression coefficients, ", then
we can form a new, composite regressor variable. Specifically, consider Xæ œ X "æ , which
will be a single column vector when "æ is, say, a vector of unit length parallel to bæ . This, in
turn, allows us to consider the simple regression of Y onto this single Xæ variable. This
allows us to return to an efficient and familiar mechanism to SEE what is happening: Are there
outlying response values? Which regressor combinations have highest leverage on this fit? Is
there obvious lack-of-fit? Are there patterns in residuals? And, are there interesting
possibilities for variance-bias-tradeoffs? All of these sorts of insights become suddenly
available once we form a composite Xæ regressor variable, draw the implied bivariate Y
versus Xæ plot, and superimpose fitted line(s). This tactic of visualizing the simple regression
of our response variable onto a tentative, composite regressor will be termed Visual ReRegression or VRR.
We should not be so naive as to think that VRR is any sort of panacea or even a totally reliable
heuristic that can never mislead us. Rather than actually untangle a “Gordian Knot" of
multivariate complexity, we are simply considering one of many possible ways to “cut" through
it. Furthermore, it would seem (to me) to be quite time consuming, tedious and wasteful of
human and/or computer resources to ever attempt to consider all possible orientations for the
bæ vector, yielding a continuum of VRR scenarios. If VRR tactics are to become an important
part of a comprehensive, overall regression strategy, practitioners will need to have fairly
straightforward ways to generate only a few, interesting tentative estimates, bæ , for detailed
VRR study.
CONTENTION: The shrinkage regression techniques considered in this book are sound
mechanisms for generating tentative bæ estimates worthy of detailed VRR study. New
visualization tools, such as TRACES and projection plots, empower us to implement shrinkage
regression methodologies, thereby revealing distortions in the relative magnitudes of fitted
coefficients that are due to intercorrelation among regressors. Once we have exploited potential
variance-bias-tradeoffs to untangle multicollinearities and form tentative bæ estimates, we can
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then return to the more familiar paradigm of VRR for further exploratory and confirmatory
analyses.

1.3 How are Shrinkage Regression Methods Typically Applied?
Let us consider a thumbnail sketch of how shrinkage regression techniques might be applied to a
simple numerical example. In the spirit of a PREVIEW-OF-COMING-ATTRACTIONS, we
will now freely use concepts and terminology that have not, as yet, been fully motivated and
explained! Our objective is simply to give the reader of this introduction a little bit of the
ultimate “touch and feel" associated with confidently applying modern shrinkage regression
techniques to an ill-conditioned dataset.
We will analyze data from 5 of the 11 variables on all 32 automobiles used by Hocking(1976)
to illustrate analysis and variable selection techniques in regression. The response variable of
interest will be MPG = miles per gallon, and our four predictor variables will be:
CYLNDS = number of cylinders
CUBINS

= cubic inches of engine displacement

HPOWER = engine horsepower
WEIGHT

= total auto weight in pounds

We chose this numerical example to illustrate shrinkage regression methodology in the hope that
many readers may be ready-and-willing to harbor pre formed opinions about the effects of these
four factors on gasoline mileage. In fact, I hope that you will agree with me that gasoline
mileage “should" decrease as any of our four basic factors is increased ...RIGHT?
Hocking(1976) used readily available data from three 1974 issues of Motor Trends magazine,
not results from any sort of “designed experiment" or “representative cross-section" of
automobiles. As a result, his regressor data are ill-conditioned (highly intercorrelated) and
don't do a very good job of reaching into the “corners" of 4-dimensional predictor space. In
fact, Henderson and Velleman(1981) point not only to curiosities in the coding of the CYLNDS
variable but also to potential biases due to inclusion of data on 7 Mercedes (including one
diesel) and 6 mid-engine/sports cars. Furthermore, they show that examination of preliminary
plots of MPG versus the potential regressors reveals “curvatures" which strongly suggests that
GPHM (Gallons Per Hundred Miles) would be much more nearly linearly related to the given
regressors than is MPG. In fact, they also suggest using “an understanding of cars in this
collection" to create a new variable, HPOWER/WEIGHT, as a “measure of how overpowered
a car is."
Although the general sorts of preliminary graphical strategies/tactics used by Henderson and
Velleman(1981) on this dataset are highly recommended by this author, they do not necessarily
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represent the very first things that one might try out. Yes, cautious practitioners will always
want to “look" at their data before “leaping" to model fitting. But it seems to me, at least, that
nothing short of an actual attempt at fitting a model to his/her data can give a pragmatist cause to
doubt that even the most simple and straightforward approach will “work." Therefore, let us
pretend here that we are naively unaware that we are working with a subset of an “infamous"
dataset. And let us use shrinkage regression methodology in our “first," exploratory attempt at
fitting a model to the gasoline mileage data.
Examination of summary statistics that describe the “coverage" (or “spread") of the available
predictor variable combinations is typically the starting point in practical applications of
shrinkage regression. We first center regressor coordinates at their mean values and rescale
each variable in units of its own standard deviation. The table below (Table 1.1) presents
computational results for the principal component rotation of regressor coordinates. We see
(row four) that the largest single numerical contribution (-0.6094) to the least squares regression
coefficient vector comes from the dimension of regressor space that is least adequately
“covered" by the available data; the regressor standard deviation along that last (minor)
principal axis is only 1.429 standard units compared with 10.31 along the first (major) principal
axis. In other words, the available data are extremely ill-conditioned.

Table 1.1: Component Summary Statistics
Singular
Values

Uncorrelated
Components

Principal
Correlations

tStatistics

10.31
3.35
2.084
1.429

-0.4872
-0.1325
0.1535
-0.6094

-0.9025
-0.0797
0.0575
-0.1564

-12.05
-1.06
0.77
-2.09

Because of this ill-conditioning, we should NOT be surprised when undesirable features emerge
in the following table of least-squares statistics.

Table 1.2: Ordinary Least Squares Summary
Marginal
Correlations

Regression
Coefficients

Relative
Std.Errors

tStatistics

-0.8522
-0.8476 <-->
-0.7762
-0.8677

-0.3832
0.2385
-0.2336
-0.6257

0.4662
0.5785
0.3315
0.3955

-1.97
0.99
-1.69
-3.80

A “sign-conflict" has arisen between the marginal correlation of the second regressor
(CUBINS) with the MPG response and the corresponding regression coefficient. Naturally, we
wonder if we can resolve this conflict via shrinkage regression methodology. But which
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“shape" of shrinkage should we use? (Uniform shrinkage is of no real interest here because
coefficient two would then remain positive while the other three would all remain negative as
all four are shrunken to zero.) When in doubt, why not let the data themselves suggest an
appropriate “shape" and “extent" of shrinkage? The following table summarizes results using
closed form expressions for the coefficient vector most likely to be mean-squared-error-optimal
(under normal distribution theory) along a spectrum of nine possible shrinkage-shape paths ...

Table 1.3: Shrinkage Shape Summary
QPAR

MCAL

Konst

CRLQ

Chi-Sq

2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
-0.50
-1.00
-1.50
-2.00

2.717
1.839
0.733
0.413
0.611
1.340
2.121
2.601
2.850

0.314
0.267
0.224
0.303
1.01
7.42
74.1
783
8.27e+3

0.2980
0.4284
0.6492
0.8681
0.9670
0.9881
0.9881
0.9853
0.9830

57.91
55.00
46.25
27.77
9.94
4.00
3.97
4.86
5.54

Best

<<<

This analysis favors a shrinkage extent of about MCAL œ 2 along the path of shape
QPAR œ • 1. And we have already ruled out the uniform (QPAR œ € 1) shape as being of
no interest in this application. Suppose we decide to actually explore the path of shape
QPAR œ 0 because (i) this corresponds to the well known special case of “ordinary" ridge
regression, Hoerl and Kennard(1970a,b), and (ii) less shrinkage may be needed (MCAL œ 0.6)
along this path than along the QPAR œ • 1 path.
Next, we generate and examine the 5 major ridge TRACE displays for the QPAR œ 0 path...
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Figure 1.2: Shrinkage TRACE Displays

Ridge Coefficient Trace

Relative Mean Squared Errors

Excess Eigenvalues

Inferior Direction

Ridge Shrinkage Factors

Many details of TRACE displays in Figure 1.2 are really too small for you to see very clearly.
And we haven't yet discussed how to read them! So let us simply observe the following: All
four ridge coefficients can be made negative by shrinking to at least MCAL œ 1.0 along the
QPAR œ 0 path. However, that appears to be considerably more shrinkage than can be
justified in terms of reduction in classical (fixed coefficient) mean-squared-error.
Additional insight is provided by combining information from the coefficient and inferiordirection traces via Path Projection onto the plane spanned by regressors 1 and 2 (CYLNDS
and CUBINS). What we observe in Figure 1.3 (below) is that, just as the CUBINS coefficient
switches from positive to negative in sign, the inferior direction abruptly changes orientation. In
fact, it suddenly starts pointing backwards towards the least squares solution. This is a clear
signal that shrinkage sufficient to make the CUBINS coefficient negative is actually excessive !
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Figure 1.3: Shrinkage Path Projections

Maximum likelihood calculations following the empirical Bayes approach of Efron and
Morris(1977) or the random coefficient approach of Golub, Heath, and Wahba(1979) and
Shumway(1982) are also possible, of course. On the other hand, because there are no closed
form solutions for the estimators that minimize the corresponding negative-log-likelihoods, these
statistics must be calculated at a mesh of “steps" along the shrinkage path of the desired shape
(QPAR œ 0, here):

Table 1.4: Shrinkage Extent Monitoring
MCAL

CLIK

EBAYS

RCOEF

0.000
0.125
0.250
0.375
0.500
0.625
0.750
0.875
1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000

+infinity
90.9
29.6 <(2/R)
15.1
10.7
9.95 <<<
10.7
12.1
13.9
30.6
45.8
60.4

+infinity
17.3
15
13.9
13.3
12.9
12.8 <<<
12.8
13
19.6
52.5
151

+infinity
17.4
15.2
14.1
13.6
13.3
13.2 <<<
13.2
13.4
18.6
35.4
60.4

Note that both the empirical Bayes and the random coefficient maximum likelihood criteria also
favor less shrinkage than is necessary to produce a negative CUBINS coefficient. And the
(2/R)ths Rule-of-Thumb [where R= 4 here] would limit shrinkage to only MCAL Ÿ 0.3. As a
compromise, let us proceed using the QPAR= 0 and MCAL= 0.625 solution, ( • 0.3143,
+0.0716, • 0.2190, • 0.5235), instead of the least-squares (MCAL= 0) solution, ( • 0.3832,
+0.2385, • 0.2336, • 0.6257).
The final “sanity-check" phase of our analyses would then consist primarily of Visual ReRegressions (VRR) using the composite regressors defined using ( • 0.3143, +0.0716,
• 0.2190, • 0.5235) and/or resulting from elimination of CUBINS from our model, namely
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( • 0.279022, 0.0, • 0.205202, • 0.514149 ). On the other hand, VRR may reveal serious
problems with outlying response values, high leverage regressor points, lack-of-fit, etc. that
would cause us to “set aside" some of our available observations and/or transform variables. In
this case, we essentially have to start over, almost from scratch!

Figure 1.4: Visual Re-Regression

To keep our exposition of typical shrinkage regression applications rather brief, we will make
only a few simple observations at this time:
Our VRR (Figure 1.4) for the [ QPAR=0, MCAL=0.625 ] shrinkage solution
bæ œ ( • 0.3143, +0.0716, • 0.2190, • 0.5235 )T demonstrates close agreement (in both
predictions and residuals) between shrinkage-regression and the ordinary-least-squares fit
to the gasoline mileage data. Major variance-bias tradeoffs have eluded us!
The parameterization we are working with is, in a quite pragmatic sense, not a very
satisfactory one. Sufficient shrinkage to make the CUBINS coefficient negative apparently
cannot be justified!
Our VRR displays the (possibly systematic) “curvature" noticed by Henderson and
Velleman(1981) which prompted them to try an inverse transformation of the response
variable, GPHM = 100/MPG.
In short, our exploratory analyses (including our attempt at VRR confirmation) should have
convinced us that we have not yet developed any sort of totally satisfactory model. Unless we
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have already exhausted all available time/resources, we should roll up our sleeves and start
over, almost from scratch! [P.S. The GPHM response transformation really helps!!!]

1.4 Which Part of the Book Should I Read Next?
The remainder of the book is divided into two very different parts. Part One (Chapters §2
through §10) contains some rather heave reading on the general Theory and Methodology of
Shrinkage Regression. Part Two (Chapters §11 through §18) contains some relatively light
reading on Applications and (Computer) Implementations of Shrinkage Regression.
1.4.1 Do We Really Need All This NOTATION for CANONICAL ROTATION?
If you do start reading at the start of Part One of the book next, you will find that its first two
chapters introduce a great deal of rather technical details...
Chapter §2: terminology/notation for linear statistical models and ill-conditioning.
Chapter §3: generalized shrinkage regression terminology/notation.
You may well ask “Why does our in-depth survey of shrinkage regression methodology have to
start so slowly with a pair of chapters of technical details?"
After all, both Chapter §2 and Chapter §3 are rather long, and each introduces and describes a
great deal of notation.
Therefore, let us stress exactly what we gain by adopting notation based squarely upon the
principal axis rotation of regressor coordinates. Basically, there are three main motivations for
our fundamental strategy:
(i) Rotation to CANONICAL FORM breaks regression coefficients down into their most
elementary component parts, those of equation { 2.16 }. This establishes a parallel between
the special case of uncorrelated regressors, { 2.7 }, and the general (intercorrelated
regressors) case. It not only “unmasks" WRONG SIGNS problems but also eliminates
possible confusion about distinctions between the NUMERICAL SIZE and the
STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE of fitted regression coefficients. ILL-CONDITIONED
multiple regression models are simply those that have relatively inadequate spread in given
regressor coordinates along minor principal axes.
(ii) Principal axis rotation sweeps all variability onto the DIAGONAL of the variancecovariance matrix of the least squares (unbiased) regression coefficient estimates. When
estimates are then defined in terms of shrinkage along these same principal axes, the offdiagonal elements of the resulting mean squared error matrix contribute to a rank=1 squaresand-cross-products structure for BIAS. This provides sufficient mathematical tractability to
not only define an “optimal" shrinkage target along each axis but also to derive closed form
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solutions for their normal-distribution-theory (restricted or unrestricted) maximum
likelihood estimates.
(iii) Principal axis rotation greatly simplifies numerical computations. Generalized
inverses of DIAGONAL matrices can be computed extremely quickly and accurately!
Again, the canonical mean-squared-error matrices for generalized shrinkage estimators are
always of a special form - namely, a diagonal matrix minus a symmetric, rank one matrix.
Closed form expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this type of matrix lead to
extremely fast and accurate computations.
As we explore equation after equation in Chapters §2 and §3, we will actually be developing a
uniform notational foundation for all of the basic concepts we will cover in our discussions.
Later chapters will refocus our attention on these same fundamental relationships, giving
alternative and enhanced motivations and interpretations.
1.4.2 What Topics are Covered in the Remainder of PART ONE?
In Chapter §4, we consider a wide variety of specific risk/loss functions that differentiate
between desirable and undesirable forms/extents of shrinkage in regression. Most of these loss
formulations lead to measures of mean-squared-error risk. These approaches invariably end up
expressing desirable forms/extents of shrinkage as “target values," which are unknown because
they are functions of unknown, “true" regression parameters.
In Chapter §5, we see how the classical, normal-distribution-theory likelihood function can be
used to identify shrunken estimators most likely to be “good" or “optimal" in the senses of
Chapter §4.
We consider maximum-likelihood estimates of risk in Chapter §6, along with modifications that
make estimates unbiased or assure that they have “correct range."
Next we consider two important alternative formulations/motivations for shrinkage regression;
we summarize random coefficient methods in Chapter §7 and empirical Bayes models in
Chapter §8.
Chapter §9 discusses “computationally intensive" methods for resampling the available data
and/or iterating towards an optimal solution that cannot be written as a closed-form expression.
Chapter §10 consists of nine sections on “miscellaneous" topics that are not really central to the
arguments given in other chapters. Still, these topics are of historical interest, provide
additional “heuristic" insights, or clarify common misconceptions about shrinkage regression
methodology.
1.4.2 What Topics are Covered in PART TWO?
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The materials presented in Part 2 of this book tend to focus much less on the “details" of
mathematical theory and statistical methodology for shrinkage regression. Instead, we primarily
focus our discussions in Part Two upon specific practical applications and on effective usage of
personal computer software implementations for shrinkage regression.
Chapter §11 sets the exploratory, data analytic tone of Part 2 by exploring arguments about the
PSYCHOLOGY-OF-GRAPHICAL-PERCEPTION that help one choose a scaling for the
horizontal (shrinkage extent) axis on generalized ridge TRACE displays. All of our arguments
here, from a spectrum of diverse points-of-view, seem to come down squarely on the side of
using the “multicollinearity allowance," MCAL=R • $1 • ... • $R, scaling along the horizontal
axis of our ridge TRACE displays.
Chapters §12, §13, §14, and §15 describe usage of my softRX freeware (tm) systems for IBMcompatible (MS-DOS) Personal Computers to perform generalized shrinkage-regression
calculations.
Chapters §16, §17, and §18 describe three CASE-STUDY numerical examples that illustrate
how basic shrinkage strategy/tactics can be “dovetailed" in practical regression applications.
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